Automatic suggestion of alternative terms to refine a user's query is an effective technique to help the user quickly narrow down to his(her) specific information need. However, evaluating the effectiveness of these suggestions has remained quite subjective, with a vast majority of the past work relying on expensive user studies.
INTRODUCTION
In today's age of information explosion, it is no longer sufficient for IR systems to merely present a ranked list of documents relevant to a user's query. Considering the amount of available information and the complexity of information needs, it is not realistic to expect the user to patiently sift through the traditional ranked list that runs into thousands of documents for most queries. Hence, in addition to the ranked list, the user needs further assistance from the system in narrowing down the search and quickly discovering the documents pertaining to his(her) specific information need. As Henninger and Belkin rightly put it: "Information retrieval systems must not only provide efficient retrieval, but must also support the user in describing a problem that s/he does not understand well." [3] Query Refinement (QR) suggestions, also called terminological feedback in the literature, is an effective way to assist the user in quickly locating the relevant documents. In this technique, the user is presented with a few alternative suggestions for refining the original query. The user is expected to choose one of the suggestions, which will then be appended to the original query and a new list of retrieved documents corresponding to the refined query are presented to the user. The technique of QR suggestions is best understood through the illustrative examples shown in table 1, which we obtained from popular search engines. For example, when a user types in a query "computer science", the popular search engine ask.com provides the user with several alternatives such as "research", "careers", etc. If the user is a graduating student of computer science and is looking for jobs, (s)he may choose the suggestion "careers", upon which the search engine issues the new query "computer science careers" and presents a new set of results to the user that are more relevant to this specific need.
Note that QR suggestions are probably meaningful for only 'topical' queries like the ones cited in table 1. This technique may not be applicable for a known-item finding query such as "Microsoft research" or "MIT home page", etc. In the rest of this work, we assume that we are dealing with topical queries for which providing QR suggestions is meaningful. No assumption is however made on the sub-topical structure underlying a query's topic. The topic could have a hierarchical structure instead of a flat one, but the QR suggestions reveal only the sub-topical structure at the next level Table 1 : illustrative examples for query refinement suggestions each time. In the above example, if the sub-topic "jobs" has a further topical structure beneath it such as "software", "hardware", "administrative", etc., this could be revealed by the new QR suggestions when the user chooses the QR suggestion "computer science jobs" at the first level. Thus, each time when a QR suggestion is chosen by the user, (s)he is descended to the next level in the topic hierarchy. This is similar to a tree-search making it quick and efficient for the user to locate the specific sub-topic that (s)he is interested in.
QR suggestions and Query expansion
It is important to note the distinction of QR Suggestions from automatic query expansion [8, 9, 4] which is a technique to expand the query with related words to boost retrieval performance. While QR suggestions aim at narrowing down the focus of the user's search by presenting specific aspects of the original topic to the user, query expansion aims at improving the overall recall of the relevant documents in the ranked list. While in QR, the user is expected to choose one of the alternative refinement suggestions, query expansion requires no user intervention. Additionally, query expansion addresses synonymy problem of queries well, but is not as effective in addressing the polysemy problem while QR suggestions can effectively address both the problems. For example, query expansion may be able to retrieve documents that contain automobile for a query on cars, thus handling the problem of synonymy. But when the query is polysemous such as java, it may add both coffee and programming as expansion terms to java. In contrast, QR suggestions can distinguish between coffee and programming aspects of java by providing them as separate suggestions.
Objectives and Motivation
In this work, we are primarily concerned with measuring the quality of Query Refinement suggestions. Some work has also been done on evaluating QR suggestions, but mostly involving expensive user studies. For example, Anick [1] used query logs of users to demonstrate that QR suggestions can be useful to the users. He also studied the effectiveness of QR suggestions by examining certain user indicators such as percentage of sessions ending in a click in the ranked list, whether or not a QR suggestion is selected, etc. However, these evaluation measures can be quite expensive since it involves user interaction.
Another work on evaluation that has similar objectives to the present work is that of Zhai et al [10] which evaluates the ability of an IR system to retrieve documents that cover many different sub-topics under a given query's topic. Their evaluation generalizes the traditional precision and recall metrics by accounting for intrinsic sub-topicality as well as redundancy in documents. This work differs from ours in the subject of interest: while the former work evaluates the ability of the ranked list to cover all sub-topics within a query's topic, we are interested in measuring the ability of QR suggestions to cover all sub-topics of the query's topic.
A closely related problem to sub-topic retrieval, sometimes called "aspect retrieval", is investigated in the interactive track of TREC, where the purpose is to study how an interactive retrieval system can best support a user in gathering the information about different aspects of a topic [7] . Again, this work consisted of user studies rather than any objective evaluation metric.
As far as evaluation of the quality of QR suggestions is concerned, we are not aware of any work that proposes an objective evaluation metric that does not involve expensive and time-intensive user studies. We believe an objective measure is very vital for the research community not only for repeatability of experiments but also for comparison of various techniques proposed for QR suggestions and further development of newer techniques.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We present our new evaluation metrics in section 2. Section 3 lists a few simple QR suggestion techniques that we considered for evaluation while section 4 presents the results of our experiments. In section 5, we present some discussion on the limitations of the new measures and map out directions for future work.
EVALUATION MEASURES
In this work, we propose two objective measures for evaluating the quality of QR suggestions. The first measure, known as Maximum Matching Averaged Mean-Average-Precision (MM-AMAP) requires labeled documents for the sub-topics underlying the query's topic. The second measure which we call Distinctness and MeanAverage-Precision based F1 (DMAP-F1) requires only labeled documents that are relevant to the original query.
Our evaluation measures are based on the idea that QR suggestions will be most effective when the suggestions reveal the underlying sub-topical structure of the query's topic. For example, in the example query "Computer Science" in table 1, the QR suggestions "jobs" "departments", "research areas", "companies" reveal the sub-topic structure of the broader "computer science" topic. The user can narrow down his(her) search by choosing one QR suggestion , say "jobs", from the set of QR suggestions ¡ , upon which the system retrieves a set of documents ¢ ¤ £ by appending to the original query, as in "computer science jobs".
Following this intuition, the key idea behind our evaluation measures can be described as follows:
The quality of the QR suggestions can be measured objectively by the their retrieval effectiveness w.r.t. the sub-topic it represents, when used as queries.
Thus, the optimality of a QR suggestion for a given query ¥ , can be measured by quality of the corresponding retrieval set ¢ ¦ £ of the expanded query, quantified by Mean Average Precision (MAP) w.r.t. its sub-topic § £ represented by . This is illustrated graphically in figure 1.
Since we do not know a priori which QR suggestion the user would click on, we assume the user has equal probability of choosing each QR suggestion. As a simple evaluation measure, one can maximize the expected retrieval effectiveness over all the sub- w.r.t. the sub-topic of the suggestion . Thus, the new evaluation measure AMAP (Averaged MAP) is the average of the MAPs of the each QR suggestion w.r.t. its corresponding sub-topic. To compute this measure, it is evident that we need relevance judgments for the sub-topics underlying the query.
Maximum Matching Averaged MAP
An assumption that the above evaluation measure makes is that the correspondence between each QR suggestion and its subtopic § £ is known. In reality, this information is not available. Besides, the suggestions automatically generated by the system may not even capture the exact sub-topic structure underlying the user's query. Complicating the matters further is the fact that the number of QR suggestions generated by the system ¢ ¡ ¢ may not be equal to the actual number of sub-topics ¢ ¢ underlying a given query. We propose a greedy bipartite matching algorithm which computes AMAP by assigning retrieval sets
The algorithm is described in table 2 and is graphically illustrated in figure 2 and works as follows. We first define a complete weighted bipartite graph between 6 , the set of nodes denoting the retrieval sets to the topic C . We remove all other edges that connect to these nodes each time. The greedy assignment is complete when there are no edges remaining in the graph. We then sum the assigned edge weights and divide the sum by the larger of the initial number of retrieval sets or sub-topics to obtained the evaluation measure which we call Maximum Matching AMAP (MM-AMAP). The larger value is chosen to penalize the system if it provides too few or too many suggestions than the number of actual sub-topics.
Distinctness and MAP based F1 (DMAP-F1)
1. Define a fully connected weighted bipartite graph Most of the standard TREC collections do not have any judgments for sub-topics underlying the queries. Hence MM-AMAP cannot be used as an evaluation technique on these collections. In this subsection, we present a new measure relaxes the requirement for sub-topic judgments. This new measure is based on the following premise: Since retrieved sets of documents
are expected to represent distinct sub-topics, they should have as little overlap between them as possible. Additionally, since all the subtopics are part of query's main topic, each retrieval set should also capture the main topic as much as possible. This premise allows to us to evaluate the quality of QR suggestions as follows: Y is shown in figure 3 . MDR averages the distinctness ratio at top 100 documents through top 1000 documents in steps of 100 documents. This measure is inspired by mean average precision (MAP) and accounts for the fact that maintaining distinctness at the top of the ranked lists is more important than at the bottom.
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Thus DMAP-F1 captures retrieval effectiveness of each retrieval set w.r.t. to the main topic H as well the distinctness of each retrieval set w.r.t. one another.
Note that distinctness of retrieval sets does not necessarily guarantee that each retrieval set captures a unique sub-topic. This situation is illustrated in the set-representation of retrieval sets 
TECHNIQUES
Several techniques have been proposed to generate QR suggestions automatically. The early work on QR suggestions can be traced back to Anick and Tipirneni [2] where they use different terms that the query words occur within certain syntactic constructions such as "adjective, noun, noun", etc. as QR suggestions. Other techniques also include suggesting hyponyms (e.g.: birds of prey / falcons), morphological variants (e.g.: norse myth/ norse myths), acronyms (e.g.: USA / United States of America), etc. [1] .
In a work that is similar to the technique of QR suggestions, Sanderson and Croft [6] came up with a technique based on subsumption relationships between terms to derive a concept hierarchy for each query. Lawrie's work on hierarchical summarization [5] also comes quite close to our objective here. She provided a language modeling based framework to choose good topic words and then create hierarchy that provides a summary of the underlying collection of documents.
In this work, all the techniques we considered in our experiments extract terms from the top ranking documents from the initial retrieval based on the user's original query. Our term selection is primarily based on statistical term weighting and ignores all linguistic information.
The main reason for considering simple techniques is to provide a sanity check to our evaluation measures. The techniques we present below are very intuitive and each technique overcomes potential flaws in the earlier techniques in the order presented below. Thus we expect intuitively sounder techniques to perform better on our evaluation measures. This could serve as an informal verification of the soundness of the evaluation measures. We would like to emphasize that the main contributions of this paper are the evaluation measures and not the techniques. In the future we would like to experiment with other existing techniques for QR suggestion using our new evaluation measures.
TF-IDF:
In this technique, we sort the terms in the top 1000 documents from the original query by their TF-IDF weights given by: 
C-TF-IDF:
The above technique makes no attempt to capture the sub-topic structure of the query's topic in generating feedback suggestions. This technique rectifies the drawback by first clustering the top 1000 documents. We use a simple online clustering algorithm that determines cluster membership using TF-IDF weighted cosine similarity and a threshold §
, where the clustering is done in the rank order of the documents. These clusters are assume to represent the sub-topic structure of the query's topic. Given the parameter Note that we used online clustering because it is one of the most computationally efficient clustering techniques and is therefore a suitable technique in this scenario where response time to the user is expected to be as low as possible. Additionally, a threshold based clustering allows different number of clusters for different queries(topics) depending on the inter-document similarity of the topic, providing higher flexibility than a clustering algorithm that fixes the number of clusters a priori. Similar to the IDF weight, it down-weights terms that occur in all the clusters and prefers terms that are unique to the given cluster.
C-TF-IDF-ICF:

C-TF-IDF-ICF-RW:
The previous algorithms do not differentiate between terms that occur in documents at the top of the ranked list and those that occur at the bottom of the rank list. This algorithm is same as the last one except in that it adds an extra rank weight (RW) equal to the okapi score of the document in the original retrieval, that scores terms from high ranking documents higher than the ones from the low ranked ones. In other words, the new weight of a term in a 
The objective is to eliminate terms that may have high TF-IDF weights but may be unrelated to the query's topic.
Upper-bound:
In this case, each query is provided with exactly as many QR suggestions as the number of actual subtopics. In addition, the sub-topic descriptions provided by TDT annotators are used as QR suggestions. This is clearly an artificial scenario, but provides an estimate of the performance of the best possible system.
EXPERIMENTS
Data
The standard TREC data collections do not contain judgments for sub-topics. The Topic Detection and Tracking 1 corpus on the 2 http://www.nist.gov/speech/tests/tdt/ other hand, has this desirable property of a two level topic structure and hence we used this in our experiments. The TDT corpora contain news stories from multiple sources such as audio, video and news wire from multiple sources such as CNN, New York Times, ABC News etc., and multiple languages such as English, Mandarin and Arabic. When the source is nonEnglish, machine translation output to English is available. When the source is audio or video, manual transcription feeds or automatic speech recognition output are used. We used manually transcribed, machine translated sections of the TDT3 and TDT4 corpora which contain 101,765 and 98,245 documents respectively.
The top level of the two-level hierarchical topical structure of TDT corpus is called Rules of Interpretation (ROI) categories which contains broad categories like "Acts of War", "Celebrity news", "Elections", etc. Under each ROI category there are several topics and labeled documents on these topics are made available. For example, under the ROI category "Acts of violence and war", there are topics such as "Bogota Plane hijacking", "Palestinian child killed in cross-fire", "Car bombings in Spain" etc. We excluded the "Miscellaneous" ROI category from each corpus since it contains unrelated topics and is thus not a good representation of a topical structure.
We considered each ROI category as our query's main topic and the topics under each ROI as our sub-topics under the query. Henceforth, we will refer to each ROI category as ROI topic and the TDT topics as our sub-topics. When a query is issued on the ROI topic "Acts of violence and "War", the QR suggestions are expected to reveal the sub-topic underneath it such as "Bogota Plane hijacking", "Palestinian child killed in cross-fire", etc.
In all, we have 10 ROIs from TDT3 corpus and 11 ROIs from TDT4 corpus. Under the ROIs we chose to use, there are 80 subtopics in TDT3 and 65 sub-topics in TDT4 corpus that have judged documents. The number of sub-topics per each ROI topic ranges from 2 to 21 in TDT3 corpus and from 2 to 17 in TDT4 corpus.
The TDT corpus is primarily built for event based organization of news stories. Although it contains topic judgments which we can use for evaluation, it doesn't contain any queries for each ROI. The ROI titles such as "Acts of violence and war" are too general to be used as queries since relevant documents may not contain those exact words. hence we generated artificial queries for each ROI by extracting top 8 TF-IDF terms from the union of judged relevant documents of all sub-topics under each ROI topic.
Results
We indexed the collection using the Lemur software. We did stopping using a standard stop-list and stemming using K-stemmer. We built Lemur APIs for all our algorithms listed in section 3. We used the okapi retrieval method for basic retrieval for our our original query as well as the retrieval for QR suggestions (needed for evaluation). The okapi TF-IDF weight for a query term 
For all our algorithms, we did a two-fold cross validation: We optimized the parameters of each algorithm by maximizing the objective function (MM-AMAP) on one corpus and its corresponding set of queries and tested the algorithms on the other corpus and its corresponding queries, with the parameters set at these optimal values. We then switched the training and test sets and repeated the same process. The results of the two test sets are then merged to obtain 21 data points corresponding to 21 ROI queries.
The results of our experiments are presented in table 3. Results show consistent trends between the evaluation measures as well as a strong statistical correlation in terms of Pearson correlation coefficient (that ranges between -1 and +1; values ¿ 0 indicate positive correlation). Also notice that each successive algorithm performs better than the previous one on both measures, informally validating our measures since each successive algorithm overcomes the flaws in the previous one.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented two IR based, objective two evaluation measures to estimate the quality of query refinement suggestions. While the first one MM-AMAP relies on the availability of sub-topic judgments for the query's main topic, the other measure eliminates this requirement by estimating the distinctness of the retrieval sets w.r.t. one another. The correlation between the two measures is established not only by the Pearson test, but also by the consistency of results between the two measures.
One of the limitations of the current work is the relatively small number of queries (21) that we performed the experiments on. This is mainly due to the non-availability of sub-topic judgments in standard research collections. The second evaluation metric DMAP-F1 address precisely this issue and eliminates the need for sub-topic judgments, allowing us to perform experiments on larger number of queries using TREC collections and judgments in the future.
Another important limitation of the current evaluation measure is that it fails to take into account user experience. A QR suggestion can be effective in retrieving documents on a sub-topic when used as a new query, but it is not of much use if the user does not comprehend it. For example, given a query "information retrieval", a QR suggestion such as "spider robot" may be effective in retrieving documents on the sub-topic "automatic crawling and indexing" and hence may be rated high by our evaluation metric. But it is not clear if this suggestion would help user understand the subject sub-topic. Hence one of our future plans is to measure the correlation between our measures and user satisfaction and also to develop predictors of user satisfaction using objective evaluation metrics.
We also intend to perform more extensive experiments comparing other published QR suggestion techniques in the future.
